The pure prolog evaluation of a goal yields a list of answers, but the tools provided for manipulating these structures are very poor. We discuss augmenting pure prolog with a list comprehension construct that o ers the possibility of referring to the nite or in nite list of answers produced. Thus meta-predicates can be de ned. A substructural calculus is used to give an axiomatic semantics to the extended language. Soundness and completeness of the intended evaluation with respect to this semantics is proved.
Introduction
A well-known candidate for the use of a fragment of predicate logic as programming language is the logic of Horn clauses, usually regarded as the theoretical foundation of the programming language prolog. A set of Horn clauses can be viewed as a set of recursive de nitions for predicates where the de ning expressions are built using standard logical connectives. With respect to these predicates, goals are evaluated which may contain variables for which we seek answer terms. The same predicates can be used to check membership in a relation or to generate elements of this relation. In a prolog style evaluation this generation is an enumeration according to a xed strategy. In terms of SLD resolution this can be described as follows: Consider the SLD tree for the leftmost selection function where the branches are ordered according to the order of clauses in the program. On traversing this tree using a depth-rst strategy and visiting left branches before their right neighbours, output the answers associated with success branches. In this manner a nite or in nite list of answers may be produced. Furthermore there are two kinds of nite lists: Either the whole SLD tree is nite in which case we can search it completely and receive after producing all answers a signal that we are done. Or the search leads into an in nite branch not reaching further answers. In that case we are not told that there would not be any further answer. As this list of answers is generated lazily | either driven by the user who asks for more answer by backtracking or initiated by another goal whose failure for certain answers invokes backtracking and a search for more answers | we can nevertheless obtain the answers that are found before entering the in nite branch. Hence, what is actually computed by a pure prolog program is a stream or lazy list of answers. To illustrate these three kinds of output consider the following examples: Evaluation of ? ? p1(x) yields the answers fc=xg and fd=xg in this order.
Further backtracking produces a message`no', telling us there is no more answer. Evaluation of ??p2(x) produces rst the answer fc=xg then leads into an in nite branch. No further answer and no message is produced. Evaluation of ??p3(x) leads to enumerating the substitutions fs n (c)=xg where s n stands for the iterated application of s.
In the pure Horn / prolog setting, i.e. if we consider the set of programs that can be read as de nite Horn clause sets, but assume prologs evaluation, we can not refer to the stream of answers inside a program, e.g. by picking the nth answer or testing for emptyness (without a version of negation-asfailure). In the full programming language prolog the situation is di erent: there are several means of control as restricting the search to the rst answer or testing for failure. Finite collections of answers can be gathered in a list, and we could de ne a predicate picking the nth answer for a goal. But these features are outside the scope of the logical semantics.
The course followed here is to add the powerful construct of lazy list comprehension to pure prolog. This is named after and reminds of the axioms of set comprehension or the programming construct list comprehension as present in Miranda ( 12] ). The language is extended by this construct building terms from formulas and by facilities to manipulate them. This introduces streams as objects to compute with as in the functional setting. But in contrast to this the comprehension construct as de ned below relates streams and goals, refering to the list of answers produced by a logic program evaluation.
This programming language enjoys a logical semantics. The pure prolog evaluation procedure deviates from the standard declarative semantics in more than one way: On the one hand it is incomplete. There may be correct answers which are not found. On the other hand the standard semantics identi es programs where the sets of answers coincide ignoring the order in which they are produced. In the sequel we will be interested in these di erences, hence we assume a more re ned semantics.
As there is a close relation between lazy lists and goals, we can in general de ne list functionals and use them as control operators. As an example we show how to de ne control similar to some prolog constructs. But we can also de ne a version of negation-as-failure, extending the pure prolog kernel in a quite di erent way.
The paper is organised as follows: First we introduce the syntax of logic programs with lazy lists. Then we present the axiomatic semantics. A goaldirected evaluation is described next. We discuss some examples before we turn to the proof of the soundness and completeness of the evaluation. Finally we have a look at conservative extensions and inversion properties as these are easily obtained as well as useful in veri cation.
Logic Programs with Lazy Lists
Logic programs are formulated in a formal language depending on a given signature. We presuppose a set var of variables, a set cons of constructor symbols, and a set pred of predicate symbols. Every constructor symbol has a xed arity. The notation cons n is used for the set of constructor symbols of arity n. We consider a typed language. Types are built from the simple types and h i using !. The type h i is the type of streams or lazy lists, ! is used to build a function type. We presuppose a xed assignment of types to variables and type tuples to predicate symbols, where the length of the tuple is the arity of the predicate symbol. The notations var or pred~ are used for the set of variables or predicates to which we assigned or~ . Based on this symbols we de ne the set of terms of type and the set of formulas or goals inductively. As usual, t : is a shorthand for \t is a term of type ". Here is used for conjunction corresponding to prologs \,", is the disjunction corresponding to \; 00 , and E is the existential quanti er usually omitted in prolog programs. The reading as logical conjunction, disjunction and quanti cation abstracts from the operational behaviour but also ignores the e ect this operational interpretation has. Pure prolog is known to be incomplete with respect to that interpretation. A more exact, informal reading of the connectives could be phrased as follows: Assume that goals stand for some procedures which take substitutions as their input and produce substitutions as output. Then is a sequential composition. Executing A B for means executing B for all where is produced by A for . On output the results are composed. The quanti cation Ex introduces a new local variable, for which no input is taken and no output produced. The term hy j Gi should be read as the stream of terms obtained from the output of G restricted to y. Here, G may take substitutions for the variables di erent from y as input, and y is renamed to avoid a name clash. The operation fst takes the rst element of a stream. no is a special constant for the result produced by applying fst to the empty stream. We explain later on. For now it may be su cient to say that u:t has the same value as fst(hy j Eu(y = t)i) for terms t that are built from constructors and the variable u only. The remaining constructs are interpreted as usual. As a shorthand we introduce t(n), n 1, for fst(rest(: : : rest(t) : : :)), where rest is applied n ? 1 times and t : h i. In the sequel we assume for every n 1 an n-ary constructor symbol tupel n and write (t) for tupel n (t).
Using ; ; E, or a stream comprehension bind the variable which is explicitly mentioned. Terms that are equal up to renaming of bound variables and permuting bindings are called congruent. We will identify congruent terms from now on. The notation (t) is used for the closure of a term t of type .
Programs consist of de nitions for predicates. But there are some predicates which are considered \built-in". We assume that our language has at least the following predicate symbols: =, ==, and , which have type ( ; ) and are written in x, furthermore for every n > 0 an n-ary predicate symbol r n having type ( ; : : : ; ). The subscript is usually omitted. The procedures associated with the equalities can be described as uni cation, comparison up to renaming, evaluation+uni cation, and will be explained later in detail. The procedure associated with r is as follows: input termst; if these are distinct variables then output the identity substitution and stop else loop without returning an answer. Although r can be executed, it should be considered rather a tool for speci cation than for programming. It helps to restrict a judgement to the case where certain variables are uninstantiated thus proving valuable in the axiomatisation presented below. This will become clear when we turn to the semantics. We are no ready to de ne programs: 2.2 The notationt =s wheret = t 1 ; : : :; t n ands = s 1 ; : : :; s n is used as a shorthand for t 1 = s 1 : : : t n = s n . The output of the evaluation of a goal G(x) is a stream of substitutions ft=xg where substitutions that are equal up to renaming the substituted terms are considered equivalent andt are built using constructor symbols only. We represent those answer substitutions by goals Eũ(x =t). According to our reading of as sequential composition, we use Eũ (1) (x (1) =t (1) ) : : : Eũ (m) (x (m) =t (m) ) and Eũ (1) (x (1) =t (1) ) : : : Eũ (m) (x (m) =t (m) ) 0 for representing nite total or partial streams respectively. To put it di erently, the output on evaluating these goals can be read o immediately. 2.4 Definition The set ct is the set of terms of type that are built from variables using constructor symbols only. The set ect is the set f ũ:t j t 2 ctg, and ectn := ect fnog. Now we can ascribe a meaning to all goals by de ning which solved goals \approximate" them. First, this is done for the built-ins =, ==, and r.
Normalisation and Uni cation
To explain our built-ins, an extension of normalisation and uni cation is xed. 3 are distinct variables, then solve(r(t)) : 1. Otherwise solve(r(t)) : 0. 3.4 Example Uni cation of 
Axiomatic Semantics
The kernel of the declarative semantics is a substructural calculus. As in linear logic ( 6] ), we do not have weakening and contraction rules. All connectives used here are multiplicatives and non-commutative. In contrast to linear logic the multiplicatives are not dual to each other. Also, the quanti er is not standard. Last not least, we augment the pure logic by special axioms. Thus, the relation = is not the same as = in linear logic. The calculus presented below is a fragment of the calculus used in 3] to de ne a declarative semantics for pure prolog+negation. We took the essence necessary for de nite programs, and augmented the language by further built-ins and lazy list comprehension. There is no universal quanti cation but it is understood that whenever we formulate an axiom we want to accept every substitution instance of it as an axiom. There is no implication but we consider a sequent calculus thus having some kind of \top-level" implication. If ? and are nite lists of formulas then ? ) is a sequent. The notation A , B is used to refer to the sequents A ) B and B ) A. An inference rule with premises S 1 ; : : :; S n (n 0) and conclusion S is written S 1 ; : : : ; S n`S . 4 
Here G 1 ; G 2 ; H are arbitrary formulas, ?; ; ; nite lists of formulas, and !(x) stands for the eigenvariable condition: x must not occur free in the conclusion. Now further axioms and rules are introduced step by step. When we accept r(x) forx of arbitrary length, this is meant to include the absence of the r expression. Let us start with the main rule for streams. The rule connects goals and the corresponding stream expressions. Forx; y distinct subsuming the free variables in H:
(MR) r(x; y); G ) H`r(x); t hy j ExGi(n) ) t hy j Hi(n)
We will also consider the following variant:
(MR') r(y); G ) H`t hy j Gi(n) ) t hy j Hi(n) r(x); t hy j ExGi(n) ) t hy j Gi(n) if FV(G) fx; yg
Using the axioms and rules for r as de ned below it is possible to deduce (MR) from (MR'). ?; ) `?; r(t); ) and ?; r(t); ) `?; r(t;s); ) (contraction) ?; r(t); r(t); ) `?; r(t); ) (permutation)`r(x) ) r( x) for every permutation (r/ ) r(x; y); y = t ) y = t r(x) (r/E)`r(x); EỹG ) Eỹ(r(x;ỹ) G) ( If t is in ect and x not free in t then`Ex(x = t) , x:x = t by ( ). As unify( x:x; t) = 1 we can deduce r(ỹ) ) Ex(x = t) and r(ỹ); Ex(x = t) ) 1 if fỹg FV(t). 4 
Evaluation
The rst step in describing how to search for solutions and answers is to de ne a reduction relation on goals not containing . The sets of goals and terms are denoted by goal or term respectively. In the sequel we consider executable goals only. 5 Proof . Induction on the number of computation steps. The ith element of a stream S is denoted by S(i). 5 In the de nition above there are conditions of the kind \if x is not free in ..." in the clauses for the existential quanti er. As we identi ed congruent terms, this should be read as an instruction to rename the bound occurrence of x before performing a reduction. For the sake of de niteness let us assume that there is a xed procedure for renaming and prove immediately that this choice is not important. There is no one-to-one correspondence onto the set of correct answers. We return to this later.
Some Applications
Lazy list comprehension is a means to refer to the list of answers produced when evaluating a goal. Hence it can be used to describe failure or restriction on the rst answer which are usually considered means of control. 6 Now predicates can be used to refer to the result of the evaluation of p(T;t)
by instantiating them with L(p)Tt. (0) . It can be used to apply a function repeatedly to the elements of lists: It is assumed that the application of the function produces a tripel. The rst component is used as output. The remaining components tell whether the rst elements should be reconsidered on repetition. It is not possible to reconsider both rst elements. Now specialize with an extended minimum function: We represent natural numbers n by s n (0). Let f be a term of type ! ! so that for all n 1 ; n 2 2 N t 1 + s n 1 (0), t 1 + s n 2 (0) implies that the goal y ft 1 Next we consider a way to de ne negation which is sound wrt. a negationas-failure interpretation in contrast to fail if. The easiest way to achieve this is a restriction of fail if to ground arguments. An alternative negation is presented below which is based on a version of negation-as-failure failing non-ground negative literals if the corresponding positive literal returns a renaming. The de nition of not is a sound but incomplete depth-rst variant of this with xed selection. The goal not(p)(t) has a correct solution 1 if p(t) fails. A negated goal fails if the corresponding atom has a correct value ũ:ũ. A predicate is de ned for searching for this answer. P`r(x); Eũ (1) (x =t (1) ) : : : Eũ (n) (x =t (n) ) ) G. b) If t + t 0 and FV(t; t 0 ) fxg then P`r(x); z t 0 ) z t. Proof . By induction on the number of computation steps we prove the following: a) Let fxg FV(G; H 1 : : :; H n ;t;s (1) ; : : :;s (n) ).
If (G; (t)) B (H 1 ; (s (1) ); : : :; (H n ; (s (n) )), andỹ are fresh variables, then P`r(ỹ); Ex(ỹ =s (1) : : : ; (1; s m ) for some m < n then P`r(x); z no ) z hy j Gi(n). c) If t + t 0 and FV(t; t 0 ) fxg then P`r(x); z t 0 ) z t. a): We show that P`r(ỹ); Ex(ỹ =s (1) H 1 ) : : : Ex(ỹ =s (n) H n ) ) Ex(ỹ =t (1) G 1 ) : : : Ex(ỹ =t (k) G k ) if (G 1 ; (t (1) )); : : :; (G k ; (t (k) )) B (H 1 ; (s (1) )); : : :; (H n ;s (n) ),ỹ are fresh and FV(G;H;s (1) ; : : :;s (n) ;t (1) ; : : : ;t (k) ) fxg. If (G 1 ; (t (1) )); : : :; (G k ; (t (k) )) B 0 (H 1 ; (s (1) )); : : :; (H n ; (s (n) )), this is easy. For the remaining case it is su cient to show P`r(x); t 0 = s 0 ) t s if t + t 0 and s + s 0 . By induction hypothesis c) we have P`r(x); t s 0 ) t s and P`r(x); s 0 t 0 ) s 0 t. Using the symmetry of and contraction of r(x) we obtain P`r(x); t 0 s 0 ) t s. As t 0 ; s 0 are ectn terms, we can deduce P`r(x); t 0 = s 0 ) t s.
b): Using a) and the special axiom for epsilon, we have P`r(y); y = (s 1 ) : : : y = (s m ) ( 0) ) ExG. Applying the main rule and axioms for lazy lists we can infer the desired result. c): Assume t + t 0 and FV(t; t 0 ) fxg. Considering the normalisation rule we can assume furthermore that t is normal. If t 2 ectn there is nothing left to show. Otherwise there is a ct term t 0 and termss = s 1 ; : : : ; s m of the form s i hy i j G i i(n i ) and ectn termsr = r 1 ; : : :; r m so that t ũ:t 0 fs=ỹg and t 0 = nf( ũ:t 0 fr=ỹg), and using I.H. b) we know P`r(x;ũ); z r i ) z s i for all 1 i m. As r i are ectn terms, this implies P`r(x); z ũ:t 0 fr=ỹg ) z t. An application of the normalisation rule completes the proof. 7 .2 Corollary If t is an nth computed value for y in G wrt. P then it is also a correct solution for y in G wrt. P. Proof . If hy j Gi(n) + t, t 2 ect, then there terms s 1 ; : : : ; s n so that (G; y) B (1; s 1 ); : : :; (1; s n ); A for some A and t (s n ). According to 5.8 there are ct termsr (1) ; : : : ;r (n) so that (r (1) The remaining direction and the equalities b), c) are proved similar. 7 . For this it is su cient to prove: If val(hz j EũGfũ=x; z=ygi(n) ) is de ned then so is val(hz j Hfz=ygi(n) ) and in this case they have the same value. So assume val(hz j EũGfũ=x; z=ygi(n) ) is de ned and letṽ =x . Then for y in G, s; t uni able, then by 7.1 P`) t = s and P`r(x); t s ) t hy j Gi(n), hence P`r(x) ) t hy j Gi(n).
If t is an nth solution or value, then it is also an nth answer for y in G wrt. P. Now assume P`r(x) ) t hy j Gi(n). By 7.7 this implies r(x) v t hy j Gi(n). Hence (t hy j Gi(n); (x)) B (1; x:(x)). Then there is an ectn term s so that hy j Gi(n) + s and (t = s; (x)) B (1; x:(x)).
this completes the proof for the case that t is an answer. Now assume Pr (x); z t ) z hy j Gi(n). Case1 : t no: Then s no t as (no hy j Gi(n); (x)) B (1; x:(x)). Then there is a closed ect term r so that either ṽ:s 0 and r are uni able but r; t are not or r; t are uni able but ṽ:s 0 and r are not. As t is the correct value we have P`r(x); r t ) r hy j Gi(n). By 7.7 
Conservative extensions and inversion properties
It has been shown that the axioms and rules presented above are su cient to justify the computed results. For veri cation purposes however, it may be desirable to have more properties of the evaluation at hand. More knowledge concerning results can be integrated by extending the calculus. Furthermore we can use properties of the derivability relation or evaluation process. Considering extensions`e we want to stick to our convention that derivability can not be lost by substitution, i.e. P`e ? ) implies P`e ? ) . 8 .1 Definition Let`e be an extension of`, Th a function mapping programs to axiom sets. (Th;`e) is called an extension i for all programs P and goals ?; Th(P)`? ) implies P`? ) . An extension is called conservative wrt. results i for all programs P and executable goals G for P the notions of correct solutions, answers and values are not changed by that extension, i.e.:
Th(P)`e r(x); S ) G i P`r(x); S ) G for all solved goals S. Th(P)`e r(x) ) t hy j Gi(n) i P`r(x) ) t hy j Gi(n) and Th(P)`e r(x); z t ) z hy j Gi(n) i P`r(x); z t ) z hy j Gi(n) for all ectn terms t.
We can show directly: If p(t) fails then q(t) has the solution 1, and if p(t) has a solution Eũ(ỹ = (s)) 0 then q(t) fails. To show the converse, we consider the extension suggested in 8. 3 . If Th(P)`r(ỹ); S ) q(t) for some solved S 6 0, then Th(P)`r(ỹ); S ) no fst(hy j p(x)i). By 8.4, 8.5 this implies the termination of p(t).
Conclusion
We presented an axiomatic extension of pure prolog by adding the concept of list comprehension and exempli ed its usefulness. The operational semantics de ned above describes a goal-directed evaluation. Further applications can be found in 4].
The language contains functional terms but no recursion on the level of function de nitions. It contains higher order terms but no (restricted) version of higher order uni cation or any means to compute higher order terms as present in higher order logic programming ( 10] ). An integration of these features is not yet considered. For control issues, stream computation seems to be a quite useful tool. There is one restriction: we deal with sequential control only. An operator for evaluation in parallel or non-deterministic choice could be an important supplement.
The logical semantics is based on a calculus. For the substructural kernel biquantale structures have already been introduced in 3] as a class of models. There we also de ned a standard model for pure prolog programs. It makes use of a domain of stream functions which is adequate for a compositional semantics of those programs. This suggests a way to de ne a denotational semantics for programs with lazy lists. Also a model theoretic semantics could be obtained by adapting the notions that proved valuable in the pure prolog case. A thorough treatment of these class of models, however, is up to further work.
